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Introduction. 

Util iz.itibn of  loe;il   rav materials   is of  importance to 
the building industry.   Clay is a  such raw material which 
is  found almost  anywhere and which   is easy to use,   if 

necessary with additives.  Meanwhile,   brick prrduction per 
capita  in the developing countries   is  about half that 
found  in industrialized countries.   Further the quality 
of bricks in the  developing countries  is often much  lower 
than   the quality  of bricks in developed  countries. 

Use  of  burnt clay  bricks is not. only a  question of tra- 
dition.  The burnt  clay in itself has qot properlies  of 
aesthetical  and  technical   sort which  makes it comparative. 
Technical properties  may be expressed  in following values? 

Table   3   - Technical  JTOperties. 

Airpenetration 
(dry  brick,  around  11   cm thickness) 

Permeability 
Speci fie weiqhl 
Dirnens iora]   stability 

temperature 
moisture  (wet  to dry) 

Chemical  resistance 
Fire  resistance 
Resistance to weatherinq 
(patination) 
Meat   insulation 
Heat  capacity 
Compressive strengtn 
Tensile strength 
iviodulus of elasticity 

5oo 
13 2 î*j m /h x m    x ron Hg 

o.oo7-o.o3 g/h  x m x rmn Hg 
ì'2oo-2ooo kg/m 

o.ooS mm/rn per °C 
0.1-0.2 mm/m 
excellent 
excellent 

excellent 
o.3o-o.5o kcal/h x m x °C 

0.23 kcalAg x  °C 
2oo-ooo kp/cm" 
2o-oo kp/cm 
loo.ooo-25o.ooo  kq/ctrr 



A   - 

Note  3     Above qiven  figures  refer  to  structural   clay pro- 

ducts   of  high  quali i.y. 

Note 2     The   fiqures  may be compared with  figures  concerning 

other  construction  materials.   .\   such   comparision will   show 

th.it   the  structural   day material   represents a   such  com- 

bination of   excellent  properties   that  the  interest  in 

developing   its  use  is  justified,   "se  of  structural  clay 

products   is   not   on)y a   question  of   tradition. 

In compared with other  structural   materials it  is  evident 

that   these   properties  place  structural   clay as  a  unique 

material.   However,   nini,   labour  costs   represent  a   strong 

need  for  rational izacion  and  mechanization  in   the  use  of 

the products.  One  01   the means   to   achieve  this   is  préfa- 

brication. 



Préfabrication of walls. 

This   i tieni has been   treated  in different  earlier papers, 

f.inst. UNDO i!¡r.:ii-;;;r;:iOH\j  :;¡;;,:T¡J ,:; o?; TUM DEVELOP.VHIT 

OF CLAY BDILDTI'n  ,  Y.V.KT.AI .'»  IM Kio'f'Rïbô,   Copenhagen,   '\uqust 

lWi,   Subject lu:    structural Clay »'all  Panels,  and  toe 

Vth CIP Congress  in Versailles,   lurte  lf>71:   An  International 

ourvey  on Brick Panels   (bot!,  available  in  English and 

Prenci»)« 

The incention of   Lini,  paper is  to  -«5ve  a   short survey of 

the actual   sil.ua Lion  in   brick panel   production,  and  in 

lininq  different ways  of  manufacture,   and expressing Sore 

views   as   to whicn  systems rnioiil. be   tne  easiest  to adopt 

in deve J opino countries.   Reforo ni vino tnis  survey a  prin- 

cipal   evaluation  si nul d  be ni ven as  to   Hie idea of  expanding 

the brick   industry and   so  the '.rick  panel   industry. 

First  point,  of view * which is previously noted -  is   the 

availability of raw   wterials  *or the  brick industry vhIch 

¡neons  that  the' ir.-f ra-structure will  not   be a biq problem 

for a   brick   industry hoinq ve 13   distributed as  to consump- 

tion  in   the  countries   in  quest*o:t. 

Another point of view  is   that  investiría  in   the brick  in- 

dustry  does  not mean   '.hat   i he huUdin'*  industry in  itself 

will   stay at a  less   .¡echanized level   compared with invest- 

ments   in other l)i-•l.'i'nq  material   industries,   but invi te a 

proqrèss  in mechan 1 zation at  any  time  denendinq on  economy, 

technical   level   ii  renerai   inside   ¡.lie b'.ildinq industry, 
infra-structure o.e. 

mm 



As   is  the case   in  rr.my develop  countries  the  consump- 

tion of   structural   doy materials will  be both  in   tho 
traditional  secUon  and  in   -V,.e  industrialized section,   and 
the  ratio bobeen   tue   ;.v,o  sections will  be based on   tue 

circumstances   mentioned  above. 

Hrick panel  production  is  common  in   üurope - \ eut as well 
as  Hast  -  in   America,   even  in Cuba  and in Southern Africa. 

Production technique represents  -  roughly spoken  -  all 
degrees  of  machan.luntîon,   and   so  it   should not  oe difficult 

lo"choose a  system v.-hicl,  is  fi.  in  any country  under cer- 

tain  qiven circumstances. 

Design  of bri r.k panels. 

The desiqn of  brick panels  depends  on  clinaticnl  conditions, 
manufacture  process  chose,  and kind and  size,  of  the  tra- 

ditional  brie!:-  or ',3ocl-  production,   and  last but not  least 
local  building   tradiUon generally  spoken.   In table 2 you 
will  find a  survey of  the different  principal   designs,  and 
figures  1   -  '>  show  tr.e  most   typical   designs.   It  is worth- 
while notino   tha .   tue   tradition  in  many countries  for non- 
rendered brickwork  has  influenced fue Panels produced in 
said countries,   so   -.hat also   f,.e panels nave not non-rendered 

brick   surface.   It  „eans   to  sor.,e extend a  complication in 
the nanuf.cti.rlrv,.   bul.  it  shall,  be  underlined  that the wis. 
to use   the non-rendered brick wall   is also due  to  the ex- 
cellent proporties of  tho bricks  in  relation   to  local  cit- 
rato,   f.inst,   maintenance costs t.ay  be  considerable with 
other  materials,   or -   if  not  maintained  -   the   aesthetic 

result will   nor.   be  satisfactory. 
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TABLE 2 - Principal  Oesinns. 

Type jyste? 

Hollow clay blocks .Vont.aqebau 
Preton 
I. amortecí 
Bulnarian 
e ;sri 

Finnish 
l:iorio 
Costa "larjnn 

.'janoVich: 

lîrick-mineral  v/ool-brtck 

Brick- urethane 
foam-brick/block 

['.rick veneer -  min.v/ool  - 
brick 

- min.-ool- 
liqh tv/et "hi. 
concrete 

- lightv/eii..t 
concrete 

- min.  v/ool- 
concrete 

Brick or brick veneer-in- 
sulation-qypsum plaster 
board 
Brick-cavi ty-11 qh "-.wein( t 
concrete \m 

Country Illustrated 

(ìermany 
Switzerland 
'•enmark 
Hulqaria 
Czecho- 
slovakia 
Finland 
rrance 
--'ranee 

Prefanova 
'2,   ,:i;!elsen 

'Jon mark 
»enmark 

Pre fa te-I Denmark 
;".C.'".. 
okarateqel 
( fecab) 
WalardaJons 
"reqel!.ruk 

i ¡ " 

^v/oden 

»reden 

Te«lf"enL 
olil-Teql 
i"¡ontaqo- 
Teq3 

'"'»en mark 
»en mark 

Deniaark 

L. li.   V-hav/ Canada 

Netherlands 

Fio.   1 

rio. ? 

Fin.   3 

Fin.   4 

ri'«,     > 

Brick or brick veneor v/i.tl 
reinforced conerei« or 
reinforced concrete 
mortar 

hinh  strenqtii 
(Jarabond)  mortar 

torey-heioli planks 

. .edicine :iat 
ìJia.ivoiìd '"Jay 
Kuri".z-('iery 
Paneleraft 
R,í:.    .JGoriry 
K.Ü.J., 
Piacenza 
F ricker 

.ikur'T.   'eoe] 
ron Laoo 

...'"-,  i'lnnks 

Canada 
•Canada 
U. >.A. 
H. ;i.A. 
¡'.\. 

Italy 
CiUth 

.•»frica 

'.»eden 

U.K. 

Kote: This List way n«>:; !>e complete. 
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Figure 1 - LAÍ.1ELTEGL 

Development of this panel was started in 1963 using a 

hollow clay block af size L x H x W • 29 x 9 x 23 cm. 

This panel is reinforced both horizontal and vertical. 

A later development consists of panels having bricks of 

the size L x H x W • 28.5 x 8.5 x 9.5 cm both in the 

facing part and the interior part of the wall with mineral 

wool in between and a total thickness of 3o cm. The ma- 

nufacture is done by non-skilled, but specially trained 

workers using corner posts and marked line, k-value for 

the original panel is o,65. Biggest size of panel 2o m2. 

Most used type of panel is L x H x W » 3.o x 2.8 x 0.23 m. 

It is easy to understand that this type of panel - like 

the PRETON-system - is a good first step into industria- 

lization. The ir.itial costs to start a plant are low, and 

a plant is very flexible as to sizes of panels being pro- 

duced. 
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Figure 2 -  PREFANOVA 

The illustration shows 3  panels of the PREFANOVA-type. 
The system was  developed  in 1963. Panels are manufactured 
traditionally by use of  bricklayers,   but on a  lift which 
is lowered into the basement thus making it possible for 
the bricklayer to work under the most comfortable con- 
ditions possible. The job  is done on  a prefabricated beam 
of concrete or brick.  The panels are  usually without re- 
inforcement.  Biggest  size  of panel  is L x H x W » 

3.6 x 3.6 x 0.49 m.  Heat  insulation  is normally mineral 
wool. Installation and components like windows etc.  are 
placed according to the architects drawings. Due to the 
use of the lift this  system demands  a higher investment 
than  the LAMELTEGL-system does. 
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Figure   3  -  PREFATEGL 

Development  started in  1966 and shortly  after a plant was 

erected  and production  started.  In principle  a a normal  size 

brick  is  used,  but it has got  3 vertical  holes  through which 

the reinforcement  can pass.   A panel consists  of an   11 cm 

thick  exterior wall of  bricks  and a 9 cm interior wall of 

structural  clay blocks.   The   interior wall ib   reinforced in 

the same way as the interior wall.  Between the two walls  is 

an insulation made either of  polyurethane foam or of mineral 

wool.   The figure  shows  the  insulation with polyurethane 

foam.   The plant makes  not only this type of  sandwich walls, 

but also partition walls and  curtain walls based on the 

same principle.  Biggest  size  of panels   is L  x H x W - 

18o x  28o  x  33 cm.  Maximum weight  of panel is  25oo  kg.  Heat 

transmission with 28 mm polyurethane foam k =abt.   o.4 and 

with 5o  mm mineral wool  k «abt.   o.5. 
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Figure 4 -  SHT TEGLELEMENT and TEGLMENT 

The design of these two panels is the same. They are 
described in common. The panels are based on bricks  in 
half width,  which is L  x H x W a  23 x 5.5 x 5.5 cm. 
The bricks are laid down in  a special form, and mortar and 
a  thin layer of  concrete is poured out.   After this a  layer 
of lightweight concrete is poured out in  the thickness 
wanted according to the necessary strength and insulation. 
The layer of lightweight concrete may be  reinforced and 
installations may be laid in  the concrete. Production of 
TEGLMENT started  in 196o,  and of SHT TEGLELEMENT in  1964. 
The biggest market for both panels is for single family 
houses.  Sizes are L x H x W .   24o x 26o  x 3o cm for SHT 

TEGLELEMENT and L  x H x W -  12o x 26o x   24 cm for TEGLMENT, 
but TEGLMENT  is also manufactured in bigger panels to 
avoid  too many joints,  and reduce number of operations. 
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Figure 5  -   MONTAGETEGL 

The development was initiated 196o by five  manufacturers. 

The size of   bricks used  is   L  x H x W -   23  x  5.5 x 11 and 

23 x 5.5 x   5.5  cm. Production was started  in  1964,  and 

development   has  been in progress since,   so  that the plant 

has been able to solve a  lot  of production problems,  due 

to architects  special wishes  as to their panels. At first 

bricks are  put  down with their facing side  down and then 

a cement mortar is poured  out.  Then a  sort  of  ladder re- 

inforcement   is  installed,   mineral wool   insulation laid 

down and a   thin  layer of  concrete is poured out to form the 

interior side of the panel.   Such panels   are used for load 

bearing as  well as non  load  bearing constructions.  Biggest 

size  is L   x  H x W r 9.3 x   1.8 x 0.3 m and biggest weight 

is 45oo kg.   Heat insulation   corresponds  to  k = 0.4.  The 

process is   rather mechanized  and demands   rather big in- 

vestments. 
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Production melhorig. 

As mentioned before brick panel production spans from the 

most simple sort or -..anual lavino of bricks or blocks in 

a form and manual sprayino of mortar and lavina of rein- 

forcement to nioirly -nechanUed, sopni*ticated nethods with 

setting machine ei.c. u is evident tnat the simple produc- 

tion methods do no', cost very much in initial costs and 

is rather flexible as to size of panels and size of struc- 

tural clay material beino used, whereas oenerally spoken 

the hiqnly rr.ecnanir.ed system represents hi*, initial costs, 

unfortunately, of;.e„ a rather stiff system, which means 

that changes in size of F,nols, patterns of brickwork etc. 

are very cpstly. TI.e idea v:iin   the following remarks is 

to oive some oencro.i information about the different pro- 

duction methods and thus to íacilii.ale a choice between the 
systems. 
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A* shown in table 3 there are 3 different ways of manufac- 
turing panels, nanely either horizontal or vortical or In- 
clined (»lightly inclined froTi th* vertical position). The 
two first ineriti on od are represented hy several plants» but 
the third is only represented by one system. 

Insidie the two first rays there are hiohly Mechanized as 
well as rather primitive production methods. Meanwhile, the 
Inclined production system represented by the PRETON-systeu, 
but used in several other countries is a system based mainly 
on handwork.   (Laying by hand of bricks or blocks in mortar.) 
It is essential to underline that rationalized handwork 
»ay be very difficult to compete with for the more mechanized 
systems. Mechanization in itself is not a must, a purpose 
in itself,  «ore important is optimal total economy and even 
in Wie most industrialized countries you will find some 
between the vertical systems wi.lch nave ont a manufacturai 
process best covered by th» words "rationalized brickwork*. 

It should be understood that  these systems compete rather 
well with more »neci.inlzed methods and so must be recoonlzed 
as competitor on f..e free market *n developed countries with 
hiejh labour costs. This shall   indicate that they must tit 
of basic interest in developing countries. The samt Is the 
case when you consider horizontal panels,  .tome production 
methods are complicated because the design of the panel it 
complicated, which is specially the case with the sandwich- 
system of panels. ..am are rather simple both in de si on and 
in production and tuts is specially the case with tJ»ost 
with some tort of rendered surface and consisting of holler 
clay bloeks. 

It has often been discussed between brick panel manufacturers, 
architects and others that the use of traditional brickt 
and blocks in such panels is hot adequate» thus it shall be 
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possible to  design a new type of block,  being specially 

fit for the panel production.   However,  on  the  free  market 

it has  been  an advantage  for the brick industry that  tra- 

ditional  bricks or blocks  also may be used  in  the panels, 

but this point of view is  specially  correct,  when  it  is  in 

those  cases where brick and panel  are used non-rendered, 

as  it  gives   the  architect and  the consumer the  biggest 

choice  as   to   colour and  surface of  the brick in  the panels. 

It may not be right to point out a certain panel or system 

to be specially worth-while considering; anyhow if one 

should be chosen representing a certain first stage in 

industrialization, it should be one of the block systems 

manufactured horizontal. A such panel may by unskilled 

labour be manufactured direct on the building site and 

erected in its form by a tilting process thus giving a 

vertical  panel with smooth and plane  surfaces,   see  figure  14. 

To illustrate production  technique  a  few glimpses  from 

different  types of  plants  shall be  given   (fig.   6 -  11). 

Figure   5  -   PREFANOVA 

At  the PREFANOVA plant  rationalized  brickwork  is  used.  The 

panel   in  construction is   lowered into the basement,  which 

means   that   the  bricklayer is  always   able  to work  under op- 

timal   conditions. 
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Figure 7 

This figure shows a layout of the MONTAGETEGL plant where the 

circle is the following: the cars running on railes, go 

from the bottom left to the bottom right at the picture 

where the panel is erected from a car. At the next place 

the car is cleaned, then bricks are laid down, later mortar 

is poured and insulation placed, and th«n the cars go to 

the steam chamber and run through these. The total circle 
is 4 hours. 
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Figure 8 le F.MB-system. 

From the K'.n - pian- fr,e picture above shows laying of bricks 

in the for,, and the picture to the right shows the circle 

L wiiii the cars designed as forms for the panels. 
at the plan 
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Figure  9 -  PRETON-system. 

From the PRETON plant   a  glimpse given   of  how the brickwork 
is  organized with  inclined  forms  and  movable scaffoldings. 

Site  plant.   In this  special   case  the   total   construction  is 
movable,   so  that  construction of panels  takes place as  close 
to  the  final position   of  the plant as   possible.   High  flexi- 
bility and easy installation on  the  site  is  an advantage 
of  the PRETOW-system.   Further -  illustrated below a through 
section of   the block  being  used,   the  normal  reinforcement 
installed in the panel   and an example  of  electric instal- 
lations  in a panel. 

Normal  reinforcement 

5£ 

i? 

o Tn: 

iUIiXUi rtrtTtrh- Sgfflff 
ïXCc 
xrrjvK 

œ 

lí£ ÇMïCI 

I I I I o;o 
KKKt 
T=^X 

Through section of block 

Electric installations 
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Figure lo - COST.V.\\GNA 

V.'here both gypsom and clay are available, panels after the 

C03TAMAGNA partition wall system might be of interest. 

They consist of hollow clay blocks cast together with re- 

inforced gypsom. The reinforcement most often used is 

glass wool. Due to the very fast setting of the gypsom 

mortar the total cycle in the process is only lo minutes 

which means a high production compared with number and size 

of forms. 
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Figure 11 - Brick panels made of hollow clay blocks. 

The development of such types of panels is done specially 

by the French firms COSTAMAGNA and FIORIO, but this type 

of panel is also seen in Eastern Europe. They might be 

called semi lightweight panels, and it must be emphasized 

that the light weight is a considerable advantage when 

handling, transporting and erecting the panels. The pro- 

duction is rather simple as there are no wishes to shov. the 

bricks or blocks in the facing side. A thin layer of gypsom 

mortar or cementlime mortar is poured into the form. There- 

after the blocks are placed into the mortar and reinforce- 

ment laid down. Then cement mortar is poured into the joints 

and on top of the blocks, and an even surface is obtained. 

The gypsom side is used as the interior side, and the facing 

side may be painted or treated with some sort of coulered 

mortar. The production is characterized of low investments 

and easy adoption of any size of panels desired by the 

market. 
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Transport and use of panels» 

¡ ost often  special vehicles aro used  for nanol   transport 
v-'hicn means einpty return drive and considerable invest- 
ments.   It rnioht ha  thought   that a panel  plant would no^. 
be competi   ive except  in a rather close nrea to the plant« 
Meanwhile,   there are >-iany examples of transport of panels 
for more than   >oo '*...,   It  slmili  -Oso be no*:ed that there 
are no principal ditTerences  in   Lin-  use of brick panels 
compared with concrete panels,   'exceptions  ire the follorino: 

1. brick panels are normally li"».ter than concrete panels 
(which means  reduced  transportation and erection costs), 

2. brick panels are dinentionally   sta' 1c. 
Generally spoken dimen- 

sional  c:i-inoos «ine  to   :io'<stu;-e and  temperature are 
rather small   in  »rick panels,  vinel, -,eans   that   ioints 
between p.-mels '.nay be designed  less complicated and so 

less  expensive. 

Information  aoout   tra- sporta Jon  and  erection of brick  pane! s 

is estimated  Lo We unnecessary,   accordio   to above  i*.ven 
remarks.   -%s  to dosing of houses with trie'- panels  1:   sitai) 
also be stated thru  there  is n* principal difference hetveen 

desinninn viith concrete panel ri and wit.i brick panels.   If 
compared to  traditional brickvork,  care of course shall be 

taken   to secure -»eccnsiry stability of construction. 

Illustrations Ì >. a.-d  13 nive nlimpses of brick panel  erection. 
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Figure 12. 

An  important part of  construction with panels is a  study 
of all details  concerning connections  between panels  and 
floor slabs and other parts of  the  construction,  and also 
the connection between panels themselves.  As an example 
you will see details  in scale l:2o  concerning PREFATEGL 
panels. 

Load bearing facing wall  in one-storeyed building, 

Vertical  through section through top of panel with bea 
for roof construction. 

m 

Vertical through section in 

foundation without basement. 

CSV: y.'..-: ;¿i...i • • 

ir..»-. 

Non load bearing facing walls in multi-storeyed houses. 

Vertical through section showing connection 

between panels and floor slab. 
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Vertical   throuor,   section  showing basement  wall, 

floor  slab   and   brick   panel. 

Load  hearinn   facino vail   in  multi-storeyed  houses. 

'r-'i'.)!   through   section   shoving 

rick  panels   and  floor   slabs. 

Vertical   section   showing  basement wall, 

floor  slab   and      brick  panel. 

ri aure   13. 

•\r example   of   installation  of  a  facing  panel  of  the 

,;o;T\/.;AGN'\-system manufactured by  the  German  licence 

plant   (systen DI'O.   The  picture  illustrates  fairly  well 

that   use  of   this   kind  brick  panels   is   similar to  that 

of  concrete   panels. 

1 - O 

0 W! 
»»li'  n 

Pf £ 
• » 



A low   investment  p.-int?Ji  system. 

As previously  sta! ed ; ref abri car ion may  be  achieved at 

many  levels.   It  is  '¿dvis-ible  to  sfart with a   system which 

does  no"   demand Mat  ini Mai   cos'.s  in   the plant  and for 

transporting and handling  the panels  at   ¡he  building site. 

Therefore   if  a  sysi en should  be prefered it  should be a  such 

which   is   adoptable v/ithout  much  investment. 

To illustrate a  sucl    idea  a  Swedish   systerr is  shown.   The 

panels   -jre  not binder and  heavier than  any truck  can trans- 

port  then,   and they are erected by 2 or 3 people using a 

special   tiltinq device,  which  i\>  manually operated.   It 

may be  argumenten   ,.;.at  compared with  the actual  state  in 

the  industrialized countries  this  system does not  represent 

a buildinc  technique beino  specially  industrialized.  How- 

ever,   a   close  calculation  and  comparasion may  show  that 

it -  even   in  industrialized  countries -  is  able to com- 

pete. 
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Figure   14. 

An  example  of a  simple   system of brick  panels is developed 

in   Sklne,   Sweden.   The  panels  are L  x  H  x Vv* 

4Q  x   24o  x  12 cm,   and  the  bricks have  got vertical holes 

for  the   reinforcement.   Panels  are manufactured horizontal 

like   the  FREF \TEGL process.   Advantages   are  high flexibility, 

easy  handling,   transportation and erection,   so that   the 

system   is  adoptable where  no heavy equipment exists. 
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Floor construction. 

Hollow clay blocks are easy to produce and when used in 

connection with concrete and reinforcement give a rather 

cheap and light floor construction which can be made with- 

out a normal concrete form. Any degree of préfabrication 

may be adopted to this sort of construction: 

1. the blocks may be put on a sort of scattered formwork, 

then reinforcement laid down and concrete poured out, 

2. blockt may be prefabricated with reinforcement and ce- 

ment mortar to beams which are laid down without any 

sort of form work, Í 

3. prefabricated floor slabs may be laid down. 

It should be stated that the possibility of the chois« of 

degree of préfabrication is an advantage for the brick plant, 

the builder, and the architect in that sence that any of the 

procedures described may be chosen according to which one 

is most advantageous in th> actual case. V>re sophisticated 

uses of the hollow clay blocks are for different sorts of 

shell construction. This principle has been specially de- 

veloped in Italy. I admit that it has only been possible 

to give some few examples of the use of hollow city blocks 

for slabs, floors, and shell constructions. However, I find 

ii evident that the high flexibility of the design and use 

of such blocks make them very adoptable in any developing 

country and under any degree of préfabrication wanted« 
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Fiqure 15. 

Production of hollow clay block beams at. the building site, 

By means of a thin layer of paper or sand the beams will 

not stick tonether although one is manufactured on top of 
another. 

Figure 16. 

Laying out of the beams on the building site may be done 

by hand and by means of a special tool. 
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Figure 17. 

Use of structural clay beams for a roof construction, 

:igure 18. Many special types of blocks for roof construction are 

developed. The idea of lightweight and semi préfabrication 

is clearly illustrated. 
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Figure 19. 

A special use of structural clay block is for shell con- 

structions. These nay be constructed either by hand or in 

form of prefabricated elements. 
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LlSt Of Ufrayir», 

The International Conference on Masonry Structural System,, 
Austin Texas 1%7: * 

Development of structural clay facing wall panels 

in Denmark - J0rgen Bryrup, Denmark. 

Some investigations concerning design, technology, and 

test of cored brick panels - ilia Mlttv and Rocen Malchav, 
Bulgaria. ' 

14-story buildings in Switzerland with brick wall elements 

prefabricated by rreton process - G.V. Cenobi and 0. 
Szerdahelyi, Switzerland. 

Prefabricated brick panels in Colerado - Donald A. Wake- 
field, Denver, Colerado. 

WIDO INTER-REGTOMAL SEMINAR ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF CL'W 

BUILDING MATERIALS INDUSTRIES, Denmark 1968: 

Structural Clay .all Panels - J|fro,n Bryrup, Zanamt^ 

SECOND INTEHN.MIO.iAL BRICK MASÜKRY CONVERGE.  England l97o: 

Brick Facing Wail Panels - an International Survey - j„. 
9«n Bryrup, Denmark. 

CIB, 5th Congress, France 1971: 

P.nn..ux . p.r.m.nt tn briqu.8.u„ tour d,horlíOÍ) lnt.„,Uontl 

J0rgen Bryrup, Denmark. 

Aaponaes de:  J. Charriera, France, 

O.G. Grenley et de J.G. Tanta, Etata-Unit, 

R.F. lyss et de B. Kindberg, Suine et Suede. 






